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1 Introduction
The standard New Keynesian (NK) model relies on understanding the dynamics of inflation and GDP

on a single measure of aggregate output with real disturbances affecting supply and demand conditions

for all individual goods in an equal manner. One of the key implications of the workshorse NK model

is the ’divine-coincidence’ (Blanchard and Galí, 2007), where stabilising the inflation rate automatically

implies stabilisation of the output gap. Yet, a generally held view is that both variables cannot be

simultaneously stabilised so that a trade-off exists.

From a theoretical point of view, most of the contributions explaining this trade-off have centred on

introducing a disturbance term to the New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC), such as including it

exogenously (Clarida et al., 1999) or by allowing for time-varying markups (Benigno and Woodford,

2005). Once the divine coincidence no longer holds, whether policy is time consistent has important

welfare consequences (Svensson, 1997). Even when the central bank does not wish to push output above

potential, there is a stabilisation bias in that the inability to commit leads to an output gap that is more

stable and an inflation rate that is more volatile, than is optimal.

The presence of the stabilisation bias in forward-looking rational expectations models has generated a

large amount of research both on solving and on quantifying it. Potential solutions have included devel-

oping a reputation for commitment (Levine et al., 2008), speed-limit policies Walsh (2003) or appointing

a central banker with a high discount factor (Paez-Farrell, 2012), among others. Most attempts at quan-

tifying the stabilisation bias have employed ad hoc loss functions and/or exogenous shocks to the NKPC

such as Dennis and Söderström (2006) and Schaumburg and Tambalotti (2007). However, when using ad

hoc objectives the conclusions are very sensitive to the values assigned to the policy maker’s preference

parameters. Nonetheless, a general result that emerges is that the more forward-looking the model, the

larger the benefits of implementing policy under commitment (Dennis and Söderström, 2006). Moreover,

when maximising household welfare is used as the policy objective, the stabilisation bias can be large;

using the model of Smets and Wouters (2003), Levine et al. (2008) find inflation equivalent gains of

approximately 0.6%.

[Figure 1 about here]

In this paper, we consider the gains from commitment in a standard New Keynesian model that includes

two sectors. There are three key benefits to this approach. First, the ’shock’ to the Phillips curve arises

endogenously as a result of sectoral disturbances without relying on, for example, mark-up shocks.1

1While common practice as a way of introducing shocks in the Phillips curve, price and wage mark-up
shock are often viewed as not truly structural. See Grassi et al. (2016) and Chari et al. (2009).
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Second, the use of two sectors to analyse monetary policy is particularly important in an open economy

setting, where interest often lies in studying the consequences of shocks affecting the terms of trade.

Lastly, the dynamics of inflation following the Covid-19 pandemic have led to a surge in interest on the

effects of sectoral shocks (Guerrieri et al. (2022), Fornaro and Romei (2022)) as key drivers of inflation

dynamics. As an example, Figure 1 plots the evolution of monthly inflation in the non-durable goods and

services sector over the period 1996M2 − 2023M4. While the post-Covid-19 sample shows a dramatic

difference in sectoral inflation rates, the whole sample suggests that focusing on economic activity at the

sectoral level can yield important insights, even in relatively closed economies.

We find that in a standard two-sector New Keynesian model where the shock to the NKPC is caused

by sectoral disturbances, the stabilisation bias is either zero or negligibly small. This surprising result is

an implication of three key features of the standrd two-sector NK model that are well known. First, full

stabilisation of the sectoral inflation rates, the output gap and relative prices – which would maximise

social welfare – is not possible unless prices are fully flexible in one sector (Aoki, 2001). If prices are

equally sticky, the elasticity of sectoral inflation to the output gap is the same across sectors and we

obtain an aggregate NKPC, so that stabilising the aggregate inflation rate is optimal as this also achieves

output gap stabilisation. However, unlike in the one sector model, this does not imply full stabilisation

as the relative price between the two sectors’ goods will still be affected by the shock. Second, as the

degree of price rigidity in one sector declines, so does its weight in the policy maker’s objective function.

Put differently, the policy maker should attach a greater weight to stabilising inflation in the sector with

more sticky prices (Benigno, 2004). Lastly, a policy of stabilising a properly weighted index of the two

sectors’ inflation rates produces outcomes that are (almost) optimal. The key result of this paper is a

simple implication of the findings above.

2 A simple New Keynesian two-sector model
We consider the two-sector New Keynesian model analysed by Woodford (2003, Chapter 3), which is a

simple extension of the canonical NK model to two sectors, indexed by j ∈ {1, 2}. The consumption index

Ct that enters the utility function is a CES aggregate of C1t, C2t, where the elasticity of substitution

between these two subindices is given by η. In addition, the weights attached to each subindex are

subjected to positive shocks φ1t and φ2t, respectively. This feature introduces sectoral asymmetries in

the form of shifts in the relative demands for the two sectors’ outputs. Consequently, the demand for

sectoral output will depend not only on the relative shock but also on the level of total expenditure Ct

as well as the sectoral relative price, Pjt/Pt, where Pt is the overall price index.

Households supply labour of type i to firms in sector j with disutility v(ht(i); ξjt), where ξjt denotes a
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sector-specific disturbance to preferences. Firms produce output via a function

yt(i) = Ajtf(ht(i))

Although the function f(·) is common across all firms, the presence of the sectoral technology shock Ajt

represents the second source of asymmetric disturnbances in the model.

Assuming Calvo pricing in each of the subsectors with parameter αj gives rise to sectoral New Keynesian

Phillips curves (NKPC) relating sectoral inflation, πjt ≡ log (Pjt/Pt,t−1), to the aggregate output gap,

xt

πjt = βEtπj,t+1 + κjxt + γj (p̂Rt − p̂n
Rt) (1)

where β denotes the household discount factor, the relative price gap is given by p̃Rt ≡ (p̂Rt − p̂n
Rt),

with p̂Rt ≡ log(P2t/Pqt). The value of the latter under flexible prices is represented by p̂n
Rt. Equation

(1) shows how the presence of asymmetric disturbances and price stickiness gives rise to the relative

price gap, providing a structural rationale for the presence of trade-off between stabilising the aggregate

output gap and the aggregate inflation rate, which is given by

πt ≡ n1π1t + +n2π2t (2)

where nj represents the number of goods in sector j, so that n1 + n2 = 1. The elasticity πjt to the

aggregate output gap, κj varies across sectors only to the extent that the degrees of price rigidity, αj ,

differ. In the case, where α1 = α2 the two NKPCs can be combined to produce an overall Phillips curve

containing only the aggregate inflation rate and the aggregate output gap so that the divine coincidence

results.2

Given the definition of the relative price p̂Rt, its evolution is given by

p̂Rt = p̂R,t−1 + π2t − π1t (3)

2Nonetheless, this does not imply that the sectoral output gaps, xjt, or πjt and relative price gaps
can all be stabilised.
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Lastly, under flexible prices relative prices move in response to asymmetric shocks. That is

p̂n
Rt = 1

η

[
(φ̂2t − φ̂1t) −

(
Ŷ n

2t − Ŷ n
1t

)]

where Y n
jt represents the flexible-price level of output in sector j. As in Woodford (2003), we assume

that the natural relative price follows an AR(1) process with persistence parameter ρ

p̂n
Rt = ρp̂n

R,t−1 + εt (4)

From the process for p̂n
Rt it can be seen that when the sectoral shocks are perfectly correlated, relative

prices do not change so that the divine coincidence re-emerges. To complete the model, we represent the

policy maker’s objective as seeking to minimise the expected loss criterion

E[L] = (1 − β)
∞∑

t=0
βt


2∑

j=1
wjπ2

jt + λxx2
t + λR (p̂Rt − p̂n

Rt)

 (5)

with weights wj , λx, λR > 0. This loss criterion can be regarded as a second order Taylor approximation

to the lifetime utility of the representative household. Crucially, the weights on sectoral inflation are

given by

wj = nj
κ

κj
κ ≡

[
1

n1
κ1

+ n2
κ2

]

That is, the more prices are flexible in a given sector, implying a lower αj and larger κj for an overall

fixed level of κ, the lower the weight that the policy maker places on stabilising inflation in that sector.3

Moreover, the values above imply that w1 + w2 = 1.

2.1 Parameterisation

The parameter values chosen are based on Rotemberg and Woodford (1998) as well as Woodford (2003)

and are shown in Table 1. Without loss of generality, we set n1 = n2 = 1/2 so that both sectors are of

equal size, while the value of η implies that the consumption aggregate is Cobb-Douglas. A steady state

annualised interest rate of 4% leads to the value shown for β. Following Woodford (2003), we consider

3See Woodford (2003, p. 437).
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the effects of variations in w2, rather than in αj , for example. Doing so enables us to asses the effects of

variations in the relative degree of price stickiness in each sector while maintaining the aggregate level

(via κ) constant, noting that w1 = 1 − w2 so that the variations in αj are implicit.4

[Table 1 about here]

2.2 Results

The model equations consist of (1)-(4) plus a characterisation of monetary policy. For the latter we

consider three alternatives: discretion, commitment and policy of stabilising a weighted average of the

sectoral inflation rates

πT = ϕπ1t + (1 − ϕ)π2t 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1 (6)

In all cases the monetary authority policy in order to minimise (5) so that under the policy described

by equation (6) the parameter ϕ is chosen optimally. The results can be seen in Figure 2, which show

that the losses generated by all three policies are almost identical, accounting for the minute size of the

stabilisation bias. For w2 = 0, all of the price stickiness is in sector 1, implying that the inflation rate

that the policy maker aims to stabilise is only π1. As w2 increases, the weight placed on stabilising π2

rises, reaching a maximum at w2 = 1 as in this case prices in the first sector are fully flexible and the

policy maker is unconcerned by movements in π1.

[Figure 2 about here]

From panel 2a, several features are worth highlighting. First, for ω2 = {0, 1} losses are zero as in

these cases prices are sticky in only one sector and therefore the divine coincidence arises. Second, for

ω2 = 0.5, both sectors are equally sticky and stabilising the aggregate inflation rate is optimal as this

policy also stabilises the output gap. However, under such an equilibrium the relative price gap (p̃Rt)

is not stabilised which, given the parameterisation above, leads to the largest losses. Crucially, at these

three points the welfare gains in moving from commitment to discretion are zero and therefore so is the

stabilisation bias. The reason for this result is that at ω2 = {0, 0.5, 1} fully stabilising πT is optimal

so that there is no trade-off involved. Put differently, whenever stabilising πT is optimal, discretion and

commitment generate the same outcomes. Thirdly, for all other values of ω2, weighted inflation targeting

is very close to optimal.

4The values of λx and λR, which depend on the structural parameters, are unaffected by the value of
w2.
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A consequence of the above is that regardless of the differing degrees of relative price stickiness, captured

by ω2, the gains in moving from commitment to discretion are trivial, which are shown in panel 2b. The

intuition behind this result is very simple and hinges on the near-optimality of targeting πT : if aiming

to fully stabilise a single variable every period is quasi-optimal, then the policy maker does not face an

intertemporal trade-off. The stabilisation bias arises due to the policy maker’s inability to commit and

the effect this has on private sector expectations. However, in the two-sector model considered above,

a monetary authority operating under discretion will aim for a policy that will closely resemble setting

πT to zero every period, so that there is no gain in affecting Etπj,t+1 following a shock. As in Benigno

(2004), stabilisation of πT leads to minimisation of output gap variability since a greater weight is given

to the sector with more rigid prices.

Further insights can be gleaned by assessing to what extent the effects are sentitive to the persistence

of the natural relative price deviations, ρ, which is shown in Figure 3. Even for very large values of ρ

(0.99), the stabilisation bias remains negligible, which also implies that a monetary policy of targeting

the weighted inflation index in (6) performs remarkably well across the parameter space.

[Figure 3 about here]

One may wonder whether results above hinge on the metric used to measure the stabilisation bias given

that the loss differential has no straightforward economic interpretation. Therefore, following Jensen

(2002) and Dennis and Söderström (2006), we calculate the permanent deviation of aggregate inflation

that yields the same welfare gains as moving from discretion to commitment. For the model considered

in this paper, this implies an increase in both π1 and π2 of the same magnitude, hence resulting in an

identical rise in π, which is denoted by π̂. This quantity is given by

π̂ =
√

Ld − Lc (7)

where Ld and Lc denote the losses under discretion and commitment, respectively.5 A further benefit of

assessing the gains from commitment using this measure is that it makes comparison with the related

literature possible. Using the metric (7) does not overturn the findings above; if anything, Figure ??

shows re-inforces the finding that that the inefficiency of discretionary policy is trivially small. For

example, at the default value of ρ = 0.8 considered by Woodford (2003), the absence of commitment

entails a welfare loss equivalent to a permanent increase in inflation of 0.01 points.

5If both π1 and π2 increase by the same amount and with ω1 + ω2 = 1, the inflation equivalent is
defined by Lc + (1 − β)

∑∞
t=0 βtπ̂2 = Ld.
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How do the results above compare to previous findings in the literature? While few studies have attemp-

ted to quantify the gains from commitment using the inflation equivalent measure, a general conclusion

that emerges is that the values obtained have been much larger than those used in this paper. Dennis

and Söderström (2006) consider two estimated models with strong forward-looking features, Fuhrer and

Moore (1995) and Orphanides and Wieland (1998), obtaining inflation equivalent values ranging from

0.3 to 0.6. Lees (2007) and Liu (2010) estimate DSGE models on New Zealand data, which provides a

role for open economy aspects in affecting the stabilisation bias. The former uses OLS while the latter

employes Bayesian methods but the gains from commitment are broadly similar, with inflation equival-

ent values in the range of 0.7 to 4.6 A somewhat larger value of 4.6 is obtained by Tillmann (2009)

using a simple parameterised closed-economy one-sector New Keynesian model. However, in his case the

comparison hinges between discretion and a policy of robust delegation when the degree of persistence

in the shock to the Phillips curve is unknown.

Overall, the model considered in this paper suggests that when a trade-off between output gap and

inflation stabilisation arises due to the presence of asymmetric disturbances and welfare is measured in

a model-consistent manner, a discretionary policy maker delivers outcomes that are as good as those

obtained under commitment. Alternatively, committing to a policy of fully stabilising a weighted inflation

measure given by (6) is also optimal.

[Figure 4 about here]

3 The case of the open economy
As a robustness check and because the inclusion of sectoral asymmetries is often regarded as crucially

important in analysing monetary policy in open economies, we extend the analysis carried out in the

previous section to the model in Liu and Pappa (2008). This consists of a two-country New Keynesian

model that includes tradable and non-tradable sectors, complete international financial markets, local

currency pricing and where the law of one price holds. The final consumption good (Ct) is a Cobb-

Douglas (C-D) aggregate of traded (T ) and non-traded (N) goods, with the share of the former denoted

by α. Furthermore, CT t is in turn a C-D aggregate of the domestically-produced good (H) and the

imported good (F ), where the share of the former, ω, measures the degree of home bias. They further

assume that utility is logarithmic in aggregate consumption.7 In this model, the source of asymmetric

disturbances lies in the presence of sector-specific technology shocks in the tradable and non-tradable

6It is important to note that the loss functions used by these authors are ad hoc, rather than direct
approximations to the lifetime utility function of the representative household in the underlying model.

7These assumptions imply that under flexible prices labour is constant so that each sector’s level of
output move one-for-one with the technology shocks in that sector.
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sectors in each country, denoted by AT t and ANt, respectively.

The key equations (in log-linear form) describing the model for the Home economy are then given by

πNt = βEtπN,t+1 + κN xNt (8)

πHt = βEtπHt+1 + κT xT t (9)

∆xNt = ∆xT t − πNt + πHt − ∆âNt + ∆âT t (10)

where âjt is technology in sector j .The first two equations are the New Keynesian Phillips curves in the

N and T sectors, respectively. Given the assumption of C-D aggregation, expenditure changes in the

two sectors are proportional to each other and this captured by equation (10).

Assuming that monetary policy operates under a cooperating regime and that both countries are of equal

size, social welfare is given by

W = −1
4E0

∞∑
t=0

βt

{
(1 − α)

(
x2

Nt + θN

κN
π2

Nt

)
+ α̃

(
x2

T t + θT

κT
π2

Ht

)
+ (1 − α∗)

(
x∗2

Nt + θ∗

κ∗
N

π∗2
Nt

)
+ α̃∗

(
x∗2

T t + θ∗

κ∗
T

π∗2
F t

)} (11)

where asterisks denote foreign variables and with θj , j = {N, T}, representing the elasticity of substitu-

tion between the differentiated goods in sector j.8

The weighting placed on each sector is proportional to the sector’s size. This is (1 − α) for the non-

tradable sector while that for tradables is adjusted to take into account that the planner internalises the

terms of trade externality so that. Moreover, the more that prices are flexible in a given sector, captured

by a larger value of κj in the case of the Home economy, the lower the weight that the planner places

on stabilising inflation in that sector.

In parameterising the model, we follow the values used by Liu and Pappa (2008), which are shown in

Table 2. Although some parameters are not structural, such as κj but that in the analysis conducted

below this will be taken into account.
8Liu and Pappa (2008) also consider policy under a Nash regime. For the purposes of this paper,

comparing commitment to discretion, it makes no difference what regime is implemented.
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[Table 2 about here]

We again solve the model under discretion, commitment and the stabilisation of an inflation index, πT
t .

For this model, the latter is given by

πT
t = ϕπNt + (1 − ϕ)πHt (12)

and an analogous index is used for the foreign economy. We initially compute the losses by altering the

size of the tradable sector in either country. The results are shown in Figure 4 where for comparability

with Liu and Pappa (2008), the losses are reported as a proportion of steady state consumption. The

first thing to note is that losses under discretion are not reported as they are almost identical to those

under commitment and the reason is explained by the right panel. It shows that when the policy maker

stabilises an inflation index in each country described by (12), the resulting outcomes are identical to

those under commitment, so that the stabilisation bias is zero. Further detail is provided by Figure 5,

which shows how the optimal value of ϕ changes with the values of α and α∗.9 While the effects of

changes in α∗ are very small, as the size of the tradable sector (α) increases, the optimal value of ϕ falls

monotonically, albeit non-linearly. These responses are consistent with those obtained from implementing

(6) in the model by Woodford (2003) considered earlier and by Benigno (2004).

[Figure 5 about here]

[Figure 6 about here]

We can additionally conduct the analysis in Section 2.2 of altering the degree of relative degrees of price

rigidities whilst maintaining the overall aggregate measure intact. To do this, we can re-write the welfare

objective (11) as

W = −1
4θE0

∞∑
t=0

βt

{
1
κ

(
w1

(κN

θ
x2

Nt + π2
Nt

)
+ w2

(κT

θ
x2

T t + π2
Ht

))
+ 1

κ∗

(
w∗

1

(
κ∗

N

θ
x∗2

Nt + π∗2
Nt

)
+ w∗

2

(
κ∗

T

θ
x∗2

T t + π∗2
F t

))} (13)

where

w1 = (1 − α) κ

κN
w2 = α̃

κ

κT
κ ≡

[
(1 − α)

κN
+ α̃

κT

]−1

9As the figure for ϕ∗ is analogous, it is not reported.
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implying that w1 + w2 = 1 (the equivalent expressions for the foreign economy are analogous). Given

this representation,

Using this formulation, we can determine the potential gains of moving from discretion to commitment

as the degree of relative price flexibility varies across sectors. For example, for a given κ, as the prices

in the tradable sector become more flexible, κT → ∞, leading to w1 = 1, w2 = 0 and κN = (1 − α)κ.

However, unlike the model considered previously, the fact that the two sectors are not of equal size

(α < 0.5) coupled with the assumption of coordination, implies that when price stickiness is the same

across both the N and T sectors in the home economy the values of the weigths in the welfare function

are given by

w1 = 1 − α

1 − α + α̃
w2 = α̃

1 − α + α̃

Using the parameterisation in Table 2 then implies w1 = 0.7 and w2 = 0.3. Figure 6 plots the stabilisation

bias across all the values of w2 and w∗
2 , once again highlighting how a move form discretion to commitment

has a negligible impact on welfare. In this open economy model, fluctuations in the terms of trade act as

a relative price shock that introduces a trade-off between stabilising the output gaps and inflation rates,

even when the degrees of price stickiness are the same across sectors. Nonetheless, the lack of gains in

adopting a commitment policy indicate that implementing a weighted inflation target is close to optimal.

[Figure 7 about here]

4 Conclusion
We study the gains of moving from discretion to commitment when the trade-off between stabilising an

aggregate price index and an aggregate output gap arises endogenously from the presence of shocks to

relative prices. Using two different models – each affected by asymmetric disturbances – where the policy

maker maximises the welfare of the representative household in the underlying model, the gains from

commitment are negligibly small; or put differently, the stabilisation bias is close to zero. The rationale

for such a result stems from the near-optimality of stabilising an appropriately weighted average of the

two sectoral inflation rates. To the extent that a trade-off between stabilising the output gap and the

inflation rate arises from sectoral asymmetries, attempts at devising policies to eliminate the inflation

bias are unnecessary.
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Appendix
Table 1: Parameter values

β 0.99 η 1 κ 0.024 n1 1/2 λx 0.048 λR 0.0288 ρ 0.8
Note: λx and λR depend on the other structural parameters of the model but are invariant to ω2.

Table 2: Parameter values

β 0.99 α 0.3 ω 0.7 θ 10 κj 0.0858 α̃ 0.3
Note: The subscript j refers to sector N or T . Identical values are assumed for the foreign
economy.
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Figure 1: Sectoral inflation rates
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Note: The figures plot the monthly inflation rates in non-durable goods and services sectors for

the US (top) and the euro area (EA, bottom). The plots on the right restrict the sample to

the post-2018 period. US and euro area data were obtained from the FRED and from the ECB,

respectively.

Figure 2: Gains from commitment
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(a) Losses for each policy.
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(b) Stabilisation bias

Note: Subplot 2a shows the losses normalised so that at ω2 = 0.5 those under commitment equal

one, where ω2 captures the degree of price stickiness in sector 2 relative to that in sector 1. Subplot

2b shows the stabilisation bias (loss under discretion minus under commitment).
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Figure 3: Gains from commitment

(a) Losses for each policy. (b) Stabilisation bias of discretion.

Note: Losses are given by the vertical axes. Subplot 3a shows the losses normalised so that at ω2 =

0.5, ρ = 0.8 those under commitment equal one. Subplot 3b shows the stabilisation bias (loss under

discretion relative to commitment).

Figure 4: Losses in the Liu and Pappa (2008) model

Note: Losses are reported as a percentage of steady state consumption. The value of α (α∗)

represents the size of the tradable sector. Losses under discretion are not reported as they are

identical to those under commitment.
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Figure 5: Optimal ϕ in the Liu and Pappa (2008) model

Note: The figure plots the optimal value of ϕ for the case where the social
planner stablises πT

t in equation (12).

Figure 6: Stabilisation bias in the Liu and Pappa (2008) model

Note: The figure plots the losses under discretion minus those under commitment (as a percentage
of steady state consumption) as the relative degrees of price stickiness in the Home and Foreign
tradable sectors, w2 and w∗

2 , respectively, vary. When the tradable and non-tradable sector have
the same degree of price flexibility the value of w2 = 0.3
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